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Disclaimer:  Warning before handling this material
• This material was prepared by Daiwa Asset Management Co.Ltd to provide reference information for investment. It should not be construed 

as an offer or a solicitation to purchase or subscribe to any fund products. Potential investors should refer to and read the prospectus of 
each fund product for more detailed information prior to their investment decision.

• The information, statements, forecasts and projections contained herein, including any expression of opinion, are based upon sources 
believed to be reliable, but their accuracy, correctness or completeness are not guaranteed. The performance of investments, if referred 
herein, is based on past data and is neither necessarily an indication nor a guarantee of future performance of investments. Daiwa made all 
reasonable efforts to ensure that the information contained herein is current, but it is subject to change without notice. Daiwa Asset 
Management Co.Ltd., or any of its respective affiliates, accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any 
use of this material or its content.
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【Japanese Equity Market Outlook】

【Market review in November】
In November, the Japanese equity market continued to decline, though nearing the end of the month, it got slightly 

improved. In the early part of the month, the market was negatively affected by a financial institution’s bankruptcy in 
the US and political uncertainties in Greece and Italy. This impacted the equity market which was stared with a bearish 
tone. After that, the spike in Italian, Spanish and European bond yields, and poor results of German Sovereign bond 
auctions drove equity markets downwards. The break down of negotiations in the bipartisan committee of the US on 
the reduction of fiscal deficit also led to negative sentiment in the equity markets. However, near the end of the month 
the expectation that feasible measures will be taken on European debt crisis, along with positive prospects of year-end 
shopping in the US partially brought positive momentum to the equity market. 

【Outlook】
In spite of unstable factors, the equity market is expected to strengthen gradually in December. It is anticipated that 

the issues related to European debt crisis might influence the markets and make them vacillate to a great extent for 
certain period of time. However, once a concrete rescue plan for Greece comes into force, the level of uncertainty in 
the markets is expected to subside. Apart from Europe, the US economy is somewhat bottoming out. In addition, 
emerging countries are heading to adopt easier monetary policies which appear to give impetus to strengthen the 
economy. There is no doubt that European debt crisis remains an unfavorable issue, but apart from that, the other 
negative factors in the market appears to be subsiding. Therefore, once the European debt crisis heads towards 
improvement, investors’ confidence would improve faster than expected.

【Points】

Positive Factors Negative Factors

• Concrete solution for European 
Sovereign debt crisis 

• Recovery of the US economy 

• Boost of domestic demand by 
the implementation of a large 
scale supplementary budget 

• Disagreement among EU 
member countries for the 
solution of sovereign debt 
crisis 

• Appreciation of Yen 

November end MoM

8434.61 -6.16%
Nikkei 225 Average

*Nikkei Inc. owns any and all rights to trademarks and any other intellectual property rights to such marks referring to “Nikkei” or “Nikkei Average”. Nikkei Inc. 
shall have the rights to make any changes in composition of stocks, calculation method and any other elements or contents of “Nikkei Average”.  Nikkei Inc. shall 
also have the right to discontinue publishing “Nikkei Average”.

“Likely to pick up the pace of improvement ”

(JPY) Nikkei 225 Average


